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Introduction

Drug discovery
Drug discovery is a complex, multivariate process aiming at designing a
stable, potent compound with high therapeutic efficacy and low toxicity.
Furthermore, production of the compound should be chemically and economically tractable. All of these aspects are affected by the structural and
physicochemical properties of the compound, established in the pre-clinical
phase of drug discovery.
This thesis has the overall aim to reduce attrition in drug discovery via
two interim aims. The first is to better understand what strategies are efficient for drug discovery. In order to ultimately reach compounds efficient in
clinic, the second has been to develop methods to extract information valuable when prioritizing and optimizing substances during the development
process.

Attrition – a costly problem
The number of new molecular entities (NME) approved by the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) were <1 per company annually for nine of the
largest pharmaceutical companies during the period 2005-2010. With a continuous increase in R&D spending during the same period, the annual
amount had by the end of 2010 reached 60 billion US dollars [1]. The cost to
develop a drug from a screening hit to a compound approved for clinical use
has been estimated to approximately US$ 1.8 billion [2].
In each step of the drug discovery process, many potential drugs are excluded. In the early 1990´s the most common causes of failure were issues
with pharmacokinetics and bioavailability. By the year 2000, these posts had
been reduced considerably, and the main problems were then toxicology and
efficacy [3].
The cost of development increases rapidly in each step of the ladder towards approval why thorough evaluation of drug hits and leads are important
for identification of failing compounds at an early stage [4]. There is currently a 95 % attrition rate in the clinical phases [2]. If this could be decreased
only by a few per cent, and undesired compounds excluded at an early stage,
great effort and resources could be saved.
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Phases of pre-clinical drug discovery
Pre-clinical drug discovery can be divided into five more or less distinct
phases (Figure 1). Initially, a drug target is identified. Typically, it is an essential part of the system to be affected. The target type must be considered
early since the demands on the properties of a compound that targets an extracellular receptor or an intracellular enzyme differs, e.g. due to uptake issues. Next, the target is validated to be ligandable, i.e. if it can bind small
molecules with reasonably high affinities [5], and, crucially, druggable, i.e.
possible to affect its role in the mechanism intended to be altered by
liganding – an interaction that is blocked or an activity inhibited. At this
stage, assays are developed for use also in hit identification. That is the
phase where compounds with desired effects, acting with some degree of
selectivity towards their target, are identified. Different types of screening
methods are often applied, e.g. high throughput screening (HTS) or fragment
library screening, the latter a cornerstone of fragment-based drug discovery
(FBDD). A library in this context is a collection of unique molecular entities.
An alternative method is the pure rational design approach, where structural
and mechanistic information is used to design leads. The kinetic profile and
target selectivity are ascribed increasing importance throughout the preclinical research, and selectivity assessment with anti-targets is a valuable
tool to avoid in vivo toxicity.
Target
identification
• Disease
mechanism
• Target type

Target
validation

Hit
identification

• Druggability
• Kinetic profile
• Assay development • Specificity
• (Selectivity)

Lead
generation
• Kinetic profile
• Interaction
mechanism
• Selectivity

Lead
optimization
• Kinetic profile
• SAR / SKR
• Thermodynamics
• Animal
PK/PD/ADMET

Figure 1. Phases of pre-clinical drug discovery.

In the lead generation phase, the mechanisms of interaction, and the functional effects, are examined. Thermodynamic evaluation of the interaction is
believed to provide a better understanding of both the interaction itself, and
the mode of action of the compound [6]. In the last pre-clinical stage, the
leads are optimized by structure/activity-relationship (SAR) and structure/kinetics-relationship (SKR) studies, resulting in a candidate drug (CD).
Before the CDs enter clinical testing, pharmacokinetic (PK), pharmacodynamic (PD), and ADME/Tox (absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity) evaluations are performed in vitro, e.g. through serum
protein and lipid-binding assays, as well as in animal model systems.
The importance of valid model systems in the pre-clinical phase of drug
discovery, be it in silico, in vitro, or in vivo, cannot be overemphasized.
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Clinical trials
After evaluation of the CDs in animal models, they enter clinical trials with
human subjects. Where no reliable animal models are available, e.g. for
some psychiatric illnesses, the actual validation of the drug target is performed as late as in clinical phase III trials [4].
The clinical evaluation of a CD begins in phase 0, where a handful to a
dozen healthy volunteers are exposed to sub-therapeutic doses of the compound to evaluate PD and PK properties. The results serve as a guideline for
the next stage in development [7].
In phase I, general safety issues and identification of side-effects are addressed in small groups (20-80 individuals) of healthy volunteers. Again, PD
and PK properties are monitored closely.
Phase II trials include 100-300 patients with the disease or condition intended to be treated. Here, the efficacy of the potential drug is assessed for
the first time.
In phase III, the candidate drug is compared to already existing treatments
in large scale trials (1000-3000 patients). Side effects are usually noted in
this stage, which is the most expensive phase in the development of a new
drug. To reach the market, new drugs need to display some advantage over
compounds already approved and in clinical use.
After a drug has been approved, a phase IV trial is usually conducted. It
addresses, e.g., the risks of long term use, optimal use, and interactions with
other drugs [8].

Levels of therapeutic intervention
Medical treatment can in simple terms be directed towards five different
hierarchical levels (Figure 2): at the level of genomic DNA (in some cases
RNA), gene expression and the transcriptome, the proteome, the
interactome, and the metabolome.
1. Genome
• Gene therapy

2. Transcriptome
• RNA interference

3. Proteome
• Vaccines

4. Interactome
• Receptor blockade

5. Metabolome
• Enzyme inhibition

Figure 2. The five levels available for therapeutic intervention. One example for
each category is given. Epigenetic aspects have been omitted for clarity.

1) With gene therapy, an individual’s genomic DNA can be altered, usually by introduction of a new gene copy. Most commonly, vectors of lenti- or
adenoviral origin are used and the effect can be either transient or permanent. Some successful examples of gene therapy as a therapeutic regime
have been published in the late 00th (see [9] and references therein).
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2) Post-transcriptional gene silencing by RNA interference (RNAi) is a
naturally occurring process hypothesized to be feasible for therapeutic purposes [10].
3) Some medical conditions require modifications of the proteome. The
injections of a blood clotting factor for a haemophiliac, or insulin for a patient suffering from diabetes are two examples. Vaccines can also be considered a form of proteome alteration.
4) and 5) The interactome and metabolome are, in the end, involved in all
diseases and conditions. They can be targeted directly, often by smallmolecular drugs, or through the lower therapeutic levels.
The vast majority of all modern drugs act on proteins [11]. In early 00th,
the three most common drug targets were G-protein-coupled receptors
(GPCRs), protein kinases, and ion channels. Close to half of all the smallmolecule drug targets were enzymes [11] and >50 % of all targets of smallmolecule and biological drugs are membrane bound [12]. Drugs directed
towards proteins can also be in the form of, e.g., peptidomimetics [13], RNA
[14], and therapeutic affinity probes such as antibodies or artificial derivatives thereof [15, 16].
Despite the fact that many drugs target intracellular structures, the relative
occurrence and importance of active and passive uptake of the compounds
must be considered unknown and is actively debated (see [17] and references
within).

Enzymes as drug targets
The importance of enzymes as drug targets is explained by their essential
role in catalyzing reactions otherwise too slow to support life as we know it.
They consequently have a direct effect on the metabolome.
The catalytic efficiency of enzymes can generally be affected by compounds that bind and sterically hinder substrate access to the area of the catalytically active residues (the active site). Catalysis can also be indirectly
influenced by altering the features of the active site or orientation of the catalytic residues, e.g. through allostery. Allosteric effectors interact with a site
distant to the active site and regulate enzyme activity via conformational
effects. In contrast to active site inhibitors, allostery can also enhance efficiency (allosteric activators).
Proteases
Proteases, also referred to as proteinases or peptidases, constitute a group of
enzymes which hydrolyze peptide bonds, i.e. cleaves proteins. They are classified according to their mechanism of action. Almost one third of all proteases belong to the serine protease class [18]. They utilize a serine moiety in
the catalysis, while other classes involve cysteine, threonine, aspartic,
metallo, and glutamic residues. The catalytic triad of serine proteases (Ser14

His-Asp) is found in four structure families, the different connectivity being
a sign of convergent evolution [19].
Proteases are involved in many different processes in the human body,
such as degradation of damaged proteins, regulation of blood clotting, and
signaling pathways. Due to difficulties in achieving selectivity, proteases
have been considered a challenging class of drug targets.
The selectivity of proteases is dependent both on the catalytic mechanism
and the substrate. Due to the different reactivity of the catalytic residues,
they have, e.g., different pH optima. Aspartic proteases, such as HIV protease, therefore have an unusually low pH optimum, ranging from 2-5. The
substrate selectivity is a result of the shape and other features of the active
site. Typically, specificity is sequence dependent and can be expressed according to the Schechter and Berger nomenclature [20] where the residues of
a substrate are denoted, from the N-terminus, P3, P2, P1, P1’, P2’, etc, with
the scissile bond between the primed and the non-primed residues. The enzyme interaction sites are numbered correspondingly with the letter S.
Polymerases
Polymerases are the central replicative machineries of life with the task to
turn single stranded polynucleotide strands into double strands. In humans,
three types are represented: DNA-dependent DNA polymerases (DdDp;
active during replication), DNA-dependent RNA polymerases (DdRp; pivotal for gene expression), and RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRp; suggested to be involved in transposon control [21]). A fourth type, RNAdependent DNA polymerases (RdDp), is found in retroviruses.
Polymerases have, due to their processive nature, a quite intricate catalytic mechanism. In addition, they utilize both large macromolecules, in the
form of polynucleotide template strands, and small substrates, nucleoside
triphosphates, in catalysis. This calls for a dynamic and flexible structure.
Most polymerases function according to the common ‘two-metal-ion’ mechanism; one ion is believed to deprotonate the 3’ OH of the nascent strand,
creating a nucleophile to attack the α-phosphate group of an incoming NTP,
held in place by the second metal ion, to elongate the polynucleotide [22].

RNA viruses – a moving target
Lacking metabolism, viruses are normally not classified as living organisms.
However, these obligate intracellular parasites have genomes, consisting of
single or double stranded RNA or DNA, that encodes crucial enzymes and
structural components required for their replication and new infectious virions. The most common genetic setup produces viruses and proteins referred
to as the wild type (wt).
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Viruses do not acknowledge any taxonomical boundaries or restrictions
defined by man. For RNA viruses, whose genomes are amplified by polymerases lacking proofreading mechanisms, genomically less well-defined
virus populations of quasi-species [23] evolve very fast when subjected to a
new selective pressure. A high viral load in the host will further increase the
rate of this process. This brings a fast rate of evolution and, thus, development of resistance to selective agents such as drugs [24].
However, the probability for a specific multiple-site mutation is rather
low, even at a high mutational rate and viral titer. This is the rationale for the
benefit of combinational treatment of viral infections. The evolutionary distance between the wild type and the mutant is sometimes referred to as genetic barrier to resistance; a longer distance, i.e. multiple mutations, is hard
for the virus to take in one leap (generation), thus equals a higher resistance
barrier.
Resistance mutations in genes encoding viral enzymes do not only affect
the structure of the protein and, thus, its interaction with the drug. They potentially affect also secondary polynucleotide structures, expression efficiency of the corresponding gene, post-transcriptional and post-translational
modifications, and catalytic activity. This prevents the virus from unrestrained mutagenesis. However, some viral enzymes, e.g. HIV protease,
recognize the back-bone of the substrate rather than a specific amino acid
sequence, making them less sensitive to mutations in their substrates [25].

Human immunodeficiency virus, HIV
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), initially referred to as human Tlymphotropic virus type III (HTLV-III), was isolated in 1983 as the causative agent of human acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) [26].
HIV is a blood borne infection whose most common routes of transmission
include blood transfusions, sharing of non-sterile needles for injective drug
use, and unprotected sexual relations. With over 34 million people infected
worldwide, HIV is a global concern [27].
Therapies
Despite massive efforts in academia and industry, no curative regimen for
HIV infection has been identified so far. Many stages of the viral life cycle
have been targeted in the quest of effective therapy, including, but not limited to, cell entry, genomic integration, and viral maturation [28]. To tackle
the rapidly emerging resistance to enzyme inhibitor monotherapy, the standard of care is now combination therapy. The specific combination of drugs is
selected with respect to the genetic profile of the viral population infecting
the individual patient. These HAART (highly active anti-retroviral therapy)
regimens often consist of three different drugs, typically targeting HIV reverse transcriptase (RT) with a combination of non-nucleoside and nucleo16

side analogues, and an HIV protease inhibitor [29]. For treatment naïve patients, the use of protease inhibitors has historically been avoided due to side
effects. The second generation inhibitors are improved in that aspect and are
therefore used more frequently in combination therapies [30]. Currently, 13
HIV RT and 10 HIV protease inhibitors are approved for clinical use [28].
However, to battle ever developing resistance, reduce pill burden and therapeutic side-effects, let alone the prospect of finding a curative agent, the
demand for new enzyme inhibitors is continuously high.
Taxonomy and molecular virology
HIV is a lentivirus (‘lenti‘ from the Latin word for “slow”) of the
retroviridae family. There are two major types, HIV-1 and HIV-2, both with
a tropism for human CD4 positive T-cells. The virulence of the less spread
HIV-2 type is lower compared to HIV-1. HIV-1 is further divided into four
subtypes (M, N, O, and P) of which one (M), often simply referred to as
‘HIV’, is responsible for the majority of all infections [31].
The enveloped virion contains two copies of a single stranded positivesense RNA strand. After entry into the host cell, the RNA is reversely transcribed to DNA by HIV RT, also a part of the virion. The DNA is subsequently transported into the nucleus where it is integrated in the host genome. From here, it replicates by use of the replicative machinery of the host
cell. The HIV genome encodes 19 proteins from 9 genes. Additional transcripts are generated by alternative splicing. Some of the proteins are translated in the form of polyproteins which are released into their functional
form by proteolytic processing by cellular and viral proteases. Three of the
gene products are enzymes: integrase, RT, and protease
New virions are assembled at the cell membrane where they bud off to infect other T-cells. With the virus integrated into the genome of immune
cells, it produces new virions for some time before the cells die from damages caused by the infection. Thus, the immune system is worn down, resulting
in acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) if left untreated. At this
stage, little of the immune system is left to battle all the opportunistic parasites we are exposed to, but normally not affected by, in our everyday lives
[32].
HIV-1 protease
HIV-1 protease (HIVp) is a homodimeric aspartic protease (EC 3.4.23.16)
with its active site built up by the two subunits assembled symmetrically
Figure 3). Each 11 kDa monomer consists of 99 amino acid residues. Two βsheet region flaps (top in Figure 3) control access to the quite hydrophobic
active site. The catalytic residues are situated at the bottom of the cavity
beneath the flaps and bind the water molecule used for hydrolysis of the
scissile substrate peptide bond.
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Figure 3. Structure of the symmetric homodimer of HIV-1 in complex with an active
site inhibitor (green). The apoenzyme has not got the flexible top flaps locked down,
but vary in degrees of open. PDB ID: 1KZK.

HIVp has an essential role in the production of new infective viral particles,
since it hydrolyzes polypeptide precursors expressed from the viral genome
[33]. In in vitro assays it has also repeatedly proven to be autohydrolytic.
The enzyme is flexible and tolerates mutations well; polymorphism has been
observed in >70 % of all residues [34], and resistance has been observed to
all approved HIVp inhibitors [35].

Hepatitis C virus, HCV
In 1989, the agent causing non-A-non-B hepatitis was identified as Hepatitis
C virus (HCV) [36]. It is transmitted via blood and the main route for spread
of the infection today is via needle sharing amongst injecting drug users, or
in tattoo and body-piercing studios. The primary infection is often rather
mild and asymptomatic, but patients have an 80 % risk of developing a
chronic condition. Of these, up to 20 % develop cirrhosis and subsequently
hepatocellular carcinoma. This makes HCV infections one of the major
causes of liver cancer worldwide and the most common reason for liver
transplants in the US. Chronic HCV infection also predisposes patients for
other complications, e.g. renal dysfunction [37].
Therapies
Progress towards anti-HCV therapies was initially slow since the only model
system available up until 1999 was the chimpanzee – an expensive system
with tough ethical aspects. In 1999, a cell-based replicon system was invented [38]. It was subsequently refined and now serves as an efficient model
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system for identification and characterization of potential HCV drugs [37,
39].
Routes to new therapies tried so far include diffent types of vaccines [40,
41], prevention of virion cell entry, assembly and maturation of new virions,
disruption of replication via inhibition of the NS3 protease, the NS5B polymerase, and blockage of the internal ribosome entry site (IRES) [42].
The standard of care was up until 2011 a general regimen of pegylated
ribavirin (an anti-viral nucleoside guanosine analog) and INF-α. Patients
subjected to this long therapy suffer severe side-effects. In the end, less than
50 % of HCV genotype 1 infected patients that complete the treatment
achieve a sustained viral response (SVR), i.e. are cured [41]. The approval of
two drugs in 2011, targeting the NS3 protease was therefore a considerable
relief [43].
Taxonomy and molecular virology
HCV is a hepacivirus and belongs to the taxonomic family of Flaviviridae
together with flaviviruses (including, for example, Dengue and West Nile
viruses) and pestiviruses. There are six main genotypes of HCV, some with
additional subtypes, with approximately 30 % amino acid sequence divergence upon pairwise comparison. Genotypes 1b and 2 are most prevalent in
Europe [44]. The virus has a liver cell tropism, but has been observed to
infect also leukocytes [45].
HCV is a single stranded, enveloped RNA-virus with a 9.6 kb positivesense genome, consisting of a 5’ non-coding region (NCR), an IRES sequence, a protein coding section, and a 3’ NCR. The positive sense of the
genome enables direct translation into a polyprotein. This precursor of some
3000 amino acids is co- and post-translationally processed into at least 10
mature viral proteins (C, E1, E2, p7, NS2, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A, and
NS5B). Some of these have structural roles, e.g. building up the icosahedral
viral capsid, while other non-structural (NS) proteins are responsible for the
polyprotein processing (e.g. the NS2 and NS3 proteases) and viral replication (e.g. the helicase domain of NS3 and NS5B polymerase). The structural
proteins are located in the carboxy-terminal part of the polyprotein.
Viral replication takes place at the surface of the endoplasmatic reticulum
(ER) and most NS proteins are membrane associated or have a
transmembrane region [46]. This is thought to enable compartmentalization,
with a more protected environment and a high local concentration of the
replicative machinery increasing the rate of replication [47]. Compartmentalization can also help to avoid early cellular recognition of the infection.
The HCV polymerase lacks proofreading, which together with a high viral load result in a less well-defined virus population of quasi-species [48].
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HCV polymerase, NS5B
HCV NS5B is an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, EC 2.7.7.48. It has a
carboxy-terminal transmembrane region of 21 amino acids, anchoring it to
the host cell ER, essential for in vivo replication [49]. However, the in vitro
activity of NS5B has been reported to be independent of the trans-membrane
region [50]. Due to the difficulties of working with trans-membrane proteins,
the truncated form lacking the carboxy-terminal 21 amino acids (NS5BΔ21)
is often used in research.
The crystal structure of NS5BΔ21 was determined in 1999 [51, 52] and
can, as numerous polymerases, be described with the analogy of a right hand
with thumb, palm, and fingers subdomains (Figure 4).

Active site

Palm II
Palm III
Thumb II

Palm I

Thumb I
Figure 4. Structure of HCV NS5BΔ21 with its thumb (green), palm (red), and fingers (blue) domains highlighted. The latter domain forms the NTP channel in the
center of this illustration. The two metal ions (purple) are situated in the active site.
PDB ID: 1GX6. Five allosteric sites are indicated by reported inhibitor structures:
Thumb I, beige (PDB ID: 2BRL); Thumb II, orange (PDB ID: 3FRZ); Palm I, dark
grey (PBD ID: 3H2L); Palm II, light grey (PDB ID: 3FQL); and, somewhat concealed in figure, Palm III, black (PDB ID: 3LKH).

Two channels, one for the RNA template and one for NTPs, supply the
active site, situated in the palm domain. The active site aspartic acid residues
(Asp220, Asp318, and Asp319) coordinates two Mg2+ ions used as cofactors according to the ‘two-metal-ion’ mechanism. Magnesium can be
exchanged for manganese with maintained activity, but altered preference
for, e.g., mode of initiation [53].
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NS5B has a highly dynamic structure and can initiate RNA synthesis
from circular templates [54]. During synthesis of double-stranded RNA the
polymerase must undergo substantial conformational rearrangements for the
template and the new strand to exit [55, 56]. The flexibility of a thumbdomain β-hairpin is important for this event, as well as for positioning the
viral template genome correctly for initiation of replication [57]. Although it
is able to prime its own replication by so called back priming, NS5B is
thought to utilize de novo synthesis in vivo [56].
The activity of NS5B can be regulated by active site inhibition, or through
one of five allosteric sites. These are referred to as the thumb-I and II, and
palm-I, II, and III sites, and have been reported to bind, e.g., indole, pyridine, benzothiadiazine, benzofuran, and benzamide based scaffolds, respectively (as summarized in [58]).
Nucleoside and nucleotide-like inhibitors directed against the active site
of DNA-polymerases, e.g. HIV RT, have been reported to suffer from toxicity due to inhibition of human mitochondrial polymerase γ [59]. RdRPs have
eukaryote-wide distribution and similar problems for corresponding NS5B
inhibitors are a potential problem.

Endogenous targets
In addition to the drug targets in invasive disease-causing agents, such as
viruses and bacteria, there are numerous endogenous targets. While antiinfective therapy often aims to eradicate the intruder(s), endogenous targets
cannot always be affected without severe side-effects, e.g. as for some neurodegenerative diseases [60, 61].

Cardiovascular diseases
In 2008, over 17 million people died from cardiovascular disease [62]. However, disease in the heart and blood vessels can have many shapes and causes. In atherosclerotic vascular disease, remnants after plaque ruptures can
induce blood clotting in the vessels (thrombosis). To counteract this, thrombin has been identified as a good therapeutic target [63].
Thrombin
Human α-thrombin is a serine protease (EC 3.4.21.5) essential for blood
clotting. It is an important drug target and has consequently been extensively
investigated.
Thrombin is produced in the form of prothrombin (coagulation factor II),
an inactive zymogen, and activated by proteolytic cleavage. The activity of
thrombin is regulated reversibly via Na+ that interacts with an allosteric site
[64], and can be irreversibly inactivated by antithrombin. The substrate se21

lectivity of thrombin is altered when it binds to thrombomodulin, a membrane bound thrombin receptor.
Thrombin is a heterodimer, the two polypeptide chains linked by disulfide
bonds. The catalytic triad, consisting of H57, D102, and S195, is situated in
the B chain (259 residues), which has a chymotrypsin-like fold. The A chain
(36 residues) has no known function [65].
Hirudin is a peptide with anticoagulant properties since it binds to, and
inhibits, the activity of thrombin. It was originally discovered in leeches
which have an advantage of the anticoagulant properties. A recombinantly
produced truncated form is often used for determination of thrombin concentration via active site titration in research laboratories (as in paper IV).

Figure 5. A surface representation of thrombin in complex with melagatran (red
sticks) and recombinant hirudin (on the left in green). The A chain, seen in top of the
figure in yellow, stretch over the opposite of chain B (in gray) from the active site.
The Na+ allosteric binding site is in magenta close to the active site. PDB ID: 1K22.

Physicochemical properties of drugs
A majority of orally administered drugs obey a set of criteria referred to as
the Lipinsky ‘Rule-of-Five’ (Ro5) [66]. Compliance to the rules increases
the probability of success for small-molecular compounds to be efficient
drugs. The rules were based on drugs accepted for clinical phase II trials,
thus including compounds that failed in later stages. However, to establish
22

guidelines based on drug candidates successful in phase III, where they must
show an advantage over already approved regimens, would be problematic
since it would introduce a confounded and irrelevant historical parameter of
order-of-discovery [67]. The Ro5 criteria are all physico-chemical: ≤ 5 hydrogen-bond donors, ≤ 10 hydrogen-bond acceptors (e.g. oxygen or nitrogen
atoms), a log P octanol-water partition coefficient ≤ 5, molecular mass ≤ 500
Da. The average number of heavy atoms in a 500 Da drug-like molecule is
38, thus with an average atomic mass of 13.3 Da [68].
Affinity for a target can generally be improved by addition of hydrophobic motifs to the ligand. This has detrimental effects on probability of clinical success and has been referred to as molecular obesity [69]. During the
clinical phases of development, the average molecular weight of orally administered drugs later approved decreases. Simultaneously, the most lipophilic substances are excluded [67].
The Ro5 should really be considered a guideline rather than a set of rules;
approximately 20 % of all approved orally administered drugs fail at least
one of the criteria [12]. Furthermore, it does not apply to naturally occurring
compounds for which specific mechanisms of absorption exists [66].
Natural products used as drugs often differ in structure from those put together by researchers. The number of stereogenic centers and overall complexity is typically higher in the former with a higher relative number of
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms. The molecular weights are often higher than the 500 Da suggested by Ro5, and some even contain reactive
groups, a feature preferably avoided by medicinal chemists [70].
Inspired by Lipinsky, there are now other rules of thumb – for example
Veber’s criteria for bioavailability in the rat model system: polar surface
≤140Å2, or the sum of H-bond donors and acceptors of ≤12, and ≤10 rotatable bonds [71]. Compound designed to, e.g., be able to pass the blood-brainbarrier have yet other typical characteristics.

Fragment-based drug discovery, FBDD
FBDD is based on a concept of modular assembly of drug molecules. These
modular units are binding motifs and referred to as fragments. One of the
advantages with fragments over conventional larger molecules in drug discovery is explained by combinatorics (Figure 6). The number of theoretical
carbon-based compounds with a molecular mass less than 500 Da has been
estimated to exceed 1060 [72], often referred to as the total chemical space of
drugs. A large compound library with some 106 entities covers only a minute
fraction of that hyper volume, here 10-54.
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Figure 6. Example of combinatorial advantage of fragments. Three fragments here
cover the same chemical space as 27 larger, more drug-like, molecules of a certain
size. Inclusion of pairwise combinations increases the difference in numbers further.

By the use of smaller compounds, fragments of potential drug molecules,
which assess sub-binding motifs, the numbers can be improved. With a typical molecular weight of 150-300 Da, corresponding to some 12-25 heavy
(i.e. non-hydrogen) atoms, the chemical space for fragments is smaller, with
approximately 108-1025 theoretical compounds [73]. Thus, a fragment library
of 1000 compounds covers at least 10-22 of the total theoretical chemical
space. However, the chemically tractable space, let alone the biologicalactivity space, is certainly much smaller than the full theoretical.
With a model based on binary traits, Hann et al showed that the risk of
mismatch due to high complexity increases rapidly with the size of the ligand [74]. A low-complexity hit, i.e. a fragment, could instead be decorated
into a full match. Fragments found to convey desired action (e.g. inhibition
of enzyme activity or blockage of receptor binding) by binding to a drug
target in a concentration dependent and reversible manner can be matured
into larger ligands by growth in an iterative fashion, linking to other fragments, or merging with larger structures (Figure 7). Proof of principle has
been shown for all approaches. However, fragment linking with sustained
overall affinity has proven difficult (see [75] and references within). The size
of the final drug molecule is generally not affected by the type of discovery
approach; fragment or HTS. Importantly, the additivity of fragment affinities
has been proven not to apply to macromolecular systems due to non-local
interactions [76, 77].

Figure 7. A schematic joining of fragments into a larger ligand.

The first practical example of fragment screening was published in 1996 by
Shuker et al, where ‘SAR-by-NMR’ was described [78]. The approach has
since been adopted by, mainly, SPR-based platforms [79], crystallographic
methods [80], and mass spectrometry (MS) [81]. Yet other screening techniques are under development, e.g. weak (liquid) affinity chromatography
(WAC) in combination with MS [82]. Fragment screens are also performed
in silico, often in combination with other techniques [83].
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The small size of fragments also brings challenges. The sensitivity of any
assay used for interaction analysis for fragments needs to be high due to the
low molecular weights (in particular for biosensors setups) and affinities.
Furthermore, a smaller binding motif generally cannot be expected to display
high selectivity. Very small fragments, with a molecular weight <160 Da can
be expected to display a promiscuous binding profile with low affinities
[74]. However, quite high target selectivity can be achieved with high affinity fragments for highly ligandable targets [84, 85].
How to compile a fragment library well suited for screening is an open
question and several approaches have been suggested and tried, e.g. the use
of metabolite like compounds [86], and different ratios of sp2/sp3 hybridized
carbons [87]. The library should also cover the maximal hypervolume of
chemical space [88]. The purpose of screening a fragment library is important to consider since the screening for novel inhibitor scaffolds of a specific target and the general interrogation of target ligandability may require
two different compound library compositions.
While nature can readily produce very intricate molecules, medicinal
chemists are often restrained to a smaller toolbox. The compounds must be
synthetically tractable and economically feasible, reducing, for instance, the
number of incorporated stereogenic centers. Desired interaction characteristics add another layer of constraints, in addition to the demands on bioavailability, localization, clearance time and mechanism, etc.
In analogy with the ‘Rule-of-Five’, a ‘Rule-of-Three’ has been suggested
for FBDD [89]: ≤3 hydrogen-bond donors, ≤3 hydrogen-bond acceptors (i.e.
oxygen or nitrogen atoms), calculated logP ≤3, molecular mass ≤300 Da.
The validity of this ‘rule’ has, however, been questioned [90].
In August 2011, the first drug developed by a fragment-based approach,
the kinase inhibitor PLX4032, was approved by the FDA [91], showing
proof-of-concept for this strategy.

General approaches for drug discovery
Before the molecular biology era, drug discovery was purely based on phenotypic screening and evaluation, using a holistic top-down approach. Nowadays, target based discovery is more common with its reductionistic bottom-up take on the discovery process. However, target based techniques
have historically had a lower NME production rate in comparison with phenotypic based approaches [92].
Both phenotypic and target based approaches can utilize rational drug design (RDD), which can be seen as the opposite of purely combinatorial techniques – indeed a wide definition. Mechanism based inhibitors and transition-state analogues (see section on thermodynamics below) are often examples of results from RDD.
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Target based RDD can have two different starting points, either based on
information about the ligands, e.g. structural and functional feature maps
(pharmacophores), or on the structure of the target, often obtained by x-ray
crystallography or NMR spectroscopy. The target binding site topology and
features can also be deduced with help of a ligand analogue series by structure-activity relationship (SAR) studies. The non-additive nature of binding
energies of macromolecules and their dynamic structures can make SAR,
and RDD, challenging [93].

Metrics in drug discovery
Many metrics and indices have been suggested to help discriminate compounds with high potential to reach the clinic and market from those with
lower. To compare the potency of same-size hits in pre-clinical drug discovery, the ligand efficiency (LE) metric has been widely used. The free energy
of binding (ΔG) is considered in relation to the number of heavy (i.e. nonhydrogen) atoms. Thus, the affinity is normalized with respect to size:
∆

∆

Eq. 1

LE can be used to identify strong binding motifs and compare close analogues. Since this metric does not scale linearly with ligand size above 20
heavy atoms, several other indices have been suggested. These also include
features increasingly important in the later stages of the pre-clinical research,
e.g. weight adjusted % target inhibition [94], residence time [95], enthalpic
[6] and kinetic efficiency [96] (EE and KE, respectively); kinetic profiles
hold increasingly more information in the later stages of compound
development. However, the general understanding of how specific structural
components affect the kinetic profile of a compound (i.e. structure kinetic
relationships; SKR) is still limited.
For structural similarity comparisons of smaller molecules, Tanimoto and
Tversky [97] coefficients are often used [98]. They are both based on pairwise comparisons of binary traits according to Eq. 2, where A and B are the
numbers of traits true for molecule 1 and 2, respectively (see Figure 8 for a
conceptual visualization with a Venn diagram), and S is the similarity score:
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A∩B

A∩B
α∙A⧵B

β∙B⧵A

Eq. 2

Figure 8. The intersect of A and B (denoted A∩B), the relative complement of B in
A (A\B), and the relative complement of A in B (B\A) are visualized.

The Tanimoto coefficient is calculated when α = β = 1. It is used for comparison of same sized molecules. To identify substructures of one molecule in
another, the Tversky coefficient is used. The Tversky score is calculated
when α = 0 and β = 1, or when α = 1 and β = 0 (see use in paper II and [88]).

Interaction analysis
Affinity, kinetics, and interaction mechanisms
The interaction between two molecules can be described in various ways. A
characteristic often used to describe the binding strength is affinity, preferably reported as the equilibrium association or dissociation constant KA and
KD, respectively, the two constants being each other’s reciprocals. They state
the ratio of the concentrations of the free interactants and their complex at
equilibrium (for Scheme 1 as stated in Eq. 3). The overall affinity is a result
of all forces, attractive and repulsive, between the two molecules. These
forces are electrostatic in nature, or have an entropic origin (see hydrophobic
effect below). Electrostatic charge-charge interactions include structural
motifs with formal charges (ions), dipoles (including hydrogen bonding),
and dispersive forces from transient dipoles. The median affinity for smallmolecule drugs on the market is approximately 20 nM [12]. The specificity
of a ligand can be defined as the difference in affinity towards the intended
target and other interactants. Thus, specificity is dependent on the number of
off-targets and their relative abundance.
Although KD is a useful metric in early stage pre-clinical drug discovery,
it is too blunt of a tool on its own in later phases. In the lead generation and
optimization stages, kinetic profiles are a valuable asset. Affinity is a composite of the rate constants describing the interaction. The association and
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dissociation rate constants are generally denoted kon, k1, or ka, and koff, k-1, or
kd, respectively.
Consider the binding of an inhibitor (I) to an enzyme (E). In the least
complex case the interaction can be described
k1

E+ I

k-1

EI

Scheme 1

and the affinity expressed
E I
EI

Eq. 3

However, macro molecular binding is generally more complex with multiple
steps, including, e.g., conformational changes. There are two theories of how
molecular recognition occurs, both replacing the old key-lock model with its
rigid protein structures. Either, the liganding event induces a conformational
change, a so called induced-fit (the model is also known as the KNF model,
named after Koshland, Némethy, and Filmer [99]):
k1

E+ I

k-1

EI

k2
k-2

E*I

Scheme 2

or the ligand binds the enzyme as it samples transient conformations, also
known as selected-fit, population-shift or the MWC (Monod-WymanChangeux) model [100]:

E

k1
k-1

E*+ I

k2
k-2

E*I

Scheme 3

The affinity expressions for Scheme 2 and Scheme 3 are somewhat more
complex in comparison to Eq. 3.
The interaction mechanism has a large impact on both the toxicity and the
efficacy of a drug [101]. For example, the rate of complex decay, and, thus,
the residence time of the ligand, can have important implications in a biological system. The maximal length of effect is restricted by the turn-over rate
of the target population. Two drugs with the same affinity towards their target, but with different rate constants and interaction mechanisms, can differ
in efficacy, as was the case in paper III. This demonstrate the importance and
advantage of access to kinetic rate data [95]. In the design of, e.g., TSanalogues, information about the interaction mechanism and structure is
vital.
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Thermodynamic interaction analysis
An interaction can also be described in terms of thermodynamic entities. The
Gibbs free energy, ΔG, is the overall potential energy in a system at constant
temperature and pressure. The maximal free energy contribution per nonhydrogen atom in a reversible drug-target interaction, determining the maximal affinity of the ligand, has been estimated to be approximately
-6.3 kJ/mol (i.e. -1.5 kcal/mol) for small molecules, excluding metal ions
which display unusually high values [102]. Thus, an addition of, for instance, a single methyl group can increase compound potency 10-fold [68].
This estimate holds well up to 20 heavy atoms and at 25 the maximal affinities plateau [103].
According to transition-state (TS) theory, a transient high energy complex
(indicated by the double dagger, ‡) is formed during enzymatic catalysis.
Similarly, a higher energy state is visited upon mere liganding. The catalytic
effect of an enzyme is generally believed to originate in a stabilized TS with
a reduced energy barrier. The energy levels of individual reactions are affected by the solvent properties, e.g. ionic strength. The effect depends on
the individual reaction mechanism. The change in ΔG during an interaction,
or a full catalytic turn-over, can be visualized schematically as in Figure 9.
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Energy

b)

S‡

Energy

ES‡
E+S

ΔGon

EP
ES

E+I
ΔG

E+P
Reaction coordinate

c)

Energy

EI

Reaction coordinate

d)

Energy
EI‡

E*I‡
E+I

ΔGoff

EI‡

EI

E*+I

E+I
E*I
Reaction coordinate

E*I
Reaction coordinate

Figure 9. a) Schematic energy profile for a catalytic cycle of substrate ‘S’ to product
‘P’ by an enzyme ‘E’, and for a spontaneous reaction of S to P. b) Changes in Gibbs
free energy during a liganding event, illustrated by an enzyme-inhibitor interaction.
c) and d) display the energy profiles of selected and induced fit, respectively.
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ΔG can be dissected into an enthalpy term, ΔH, describing the total energy
of a system, and entropy, ΔS, popularly explained as a measurement of randomness in a system.
∆

∆

∆

Eq. 4

A molecule with a hydrophobic structural motif dissolved in water will decrease the randomness of the system with an ordered first shell of solvent
molecules around its lipophilic part. If similar motifs aggregate, a smaller
non-polar surface area is exposed to the polar solvent. The clathrate structure
of the water will be less rigid and, thus, the energy of the system lower. This
is referred to as the hydrophobic effect. Thus, the stability of a protein fold
or complex is not only determined by the strength of the bonds formed between the interacting molecules, but also by the degree of freedom in the
system.
The Gibbs free energy of an interaction can also be expressed by an affinity entity as
∆

Eq. 5

Thus, selectivity can be expressed as ΔΔG. Eq. 5 enables the assessment of
ΔH and ΔS through KD values by combining Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, into the van’t
Hoff equation:
∆

∙

1

∆

Eq. 6

To improve statistical reliability, the temperature range of the experiments
should be chosen as wide as possible, with the temperature for the sought
ΔG in the middle [104].
Eq. 4 holds true also for the separate association and dissociation events,
which can be studied through two general methods. The Eyring equation,
derived from transition-state theory, can for the rate constant ‘k’ be expressed (kB and h for the Boltzmann and Planck constants, respectively):
∙

∆ ‡⁄

Eq. 7

Combined with Eq. 4:
∙

∆ ‡⁄

∙

∆ ‡/

After rearrangement it takes on a linear form
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Eq. 8

‡

∆

∙

1

∆

‡

Eq. 9

The transmission coefficient (κ) is here approximated to 1 and omitted from
the equations, i.e. all reaction complexes reaching TS are assumed to follow
the reaction trajectory forward. Despite a common practice, the theoretical
justification of this general approximation has been questioned. However,
experimentally determined values of κ have been close to 1 [105].
With the empirically derived Arrhenius equation, an activation energy
(Ea) can be calculated
⁄

∙

Eq. 10

where Ea relates to ΔH‡ as
∆

‡

Eq. 11

ΔS‡ can be obtained from Ea by using the Eyring equation in combining Eq.
8, Eq. 10 and Eq. 11 into Eq. 12:
∙

a)

∆ ‡/

Eq. 12

b)

ln KD
Intercept: -ΔS/R
Slope: ΔH/R

c)

ln k

Intercept: ΔS‡ /R + ln(kB/h)
Slope: -ΔΗ‡ /R

Intercept: ln A
Slope: -Ea/R

1/T

ln (k/T)

1/T

1/T

Figure 10. a) Thermodynamic analysis of the equilibrium by a van’t Hoff plot. The
association and dissociation events can be analyzed correspondingly by Arrhenius
(b) and Eyring (c) plots.

Due to the many non-local intramolecular interactions in proteins, simple
rules of additivity for thermodynamic entities do not apply. All the interactions of the system, i.e. the protein and its binding partner, must be considered as a whole [76, 93]. For the same reason, ΔH has been argued to characterize an interaction better than ΔG, since enthalpy-entropy compensation
may obscure details of the interaction [76]. Examples of how to apply the
above techniques are found in papers III and IV.
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Techniques for interaction analysis
There are many different techniques with which to study interactions between molecules. To gain a proper understanding of the interaction, complementary techniques are used in an orthogonal fashion.
For structural information, x-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (NMR) are widely used, while a catalytic mechanism can be kinetically dissected by stopped-flow spectroscopy. For further
characterization, thermodynamic entities can either be assessed indirectly,
e.g. through van’t Hoff analysis of affinity data from a range of temperatures, or directly by calorimetric techniques such as isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC). A surface plasmon resonance-based biosensor can provide, among other things, measurements of affinity and kinetic rate constants
(see further below).
Some techniques for interaction analysis use extra reporter molecule(s),
e.g. an enzyme substrate with feasible spectrophotometric features. One such
indirect technique, often used for protease activity measurement, is Förster
resonance energy transfer (FRET, also known as fluorescence resonance
energy transfer), e.g. as in paper II. By use of a fluorescent group attached at
one end of a substrate peptide, and a so called quencher on the other end,
activity can be observed as an increase in fluorescence when the peptide is
hydrolyzed and the two groups diffuse from each other.
Surface plasmon resonance-based biosensors
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-based biosensors provide a direct binding,
real-time, and label-free technique with suitable dynamic range to study
molecular interactions [106] in terms of affinity, kinetics, and thermodynamics. The instruments used in the work presented in this thesis were all of the
Biacore type, the most commonly used type today [107].
The technique
A biosensor chip, i.e. a glass slide with a thin layer of gold, is mounted on a
prism. On the opposite side of the slide, a flow chamber is created by a silicon micro fluidic system. A laser beam is sent through the prism towards the
sensor chip in an angle admitting total reflection (Figure 11). The reflection
of the light gives rise to a weak evanescent electromagnetic field close to the
flow cell floor on the other side of the chip. At a specific angle of the incoming light (the SPR angle) the resonance frequencies of the surface plasmon in
the gold layer and the evanescent field match and an energy transfer occurs.
This can be detected as a dip in intensity of the reflected light. The SPR angle is dependent on the refractive indices of the prism and in the flow chamber, close to the chip. The former is constant whereas the latter is variable.
When a compound in solution (analyte) binds to, or dissociates from, a molecule immobilized on the surface (ligand), the mass close to the chip surface,
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and thus the refractive index, changes [108]. For biochemically relevant
molecules the signal varies linearly with mass [109]. SPR-based biosensors
are sometimes able to detect conformational changes of the ligands since a
change in structure can affect the refractive index [110]. The innate effect of
ligands and analytes on the refractive index, i.e. the refractive index increment, is generally disregarded, despite known differences [111, 112].
Flow cell

Sensor chip
Prism

Light source

Detector

Figure 11. A schematic of a Biacore type SPR-biosensor with analyte (red spheres)
injected over a protein ligand (green skeins) immobilized on the dextran matrix
surface (black).

A technique based on refractive indices is highly sensitive to differences in
buffer composition. During early phase drug discovery, compounds investigated are often quite aliphatic, and, thus, hydrophobic. To ensure solubility,
the organic solvent dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) is often added to 3-5 % v/v
of the buffers used. Unfortunately, DMSO has a high refractive index. Thus,
small variations in DMSO concentration between sample and running buffer
will translate to substantial signal differences, referred to as bulk response.
Furthermore, a detection area (spot) with immobilized ligand will display a
lower bulk response compared to an unaltered spot, the latter having a larger
surface area exposed to solvent. This excluded volume effect and the previously described artifacts are removed from the data by reference and blank
sample subtraction, and a DMSO standard solvent correction procedure
[113].
Requisition of data and extraction of information
The interaction event is recorded in a signal to time plot, referred to as a
sensorgram, with three distinct phases. First, the baseline signal level is defined with the continuous buffer flow. Thereafter, a sample is injected over
the chip surface during the association phase. Finally, during the dissociation
phase, the analyte is washed off by buffer flow (Figure 12). If the target surface has not been sufficiently regenerated, an additional harsher washing
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step, e.g. a brief pulse of buffer with high ionic strength or low pH, can be
included.

A

Signal [RU]

D

time [s]

Figure 12. The sensorgram is composed of an association phase (A) and a dissociation phase (D). The signal level prior sample injection (arrow in figure) is referred to
as baseline.

Data is often presented in overlay plots with multiple sensorgrams (Figure
13), and, if they display sufficient curvature, global non-linear regression of
an interaction model of choice is used to extract the kinetic rate constants.
When the association and dissociation events are very fast, the sensorgrams
are shaped like square pulses. The lack of curvature prevents proper determination of the rate constants. If steady state (see below) has been reached
during the association phase, a saturation plot (Figure 13), i.e. a signal to
concentration plot, can be used to determine the equilibrium dissociation
constant as the concentration at which the signal is half the maximal. Squarepulse sensorgrams are often observed when working with fragment sized
molecules due to rapid kinetics and low affinities.
When the rate of complex formation equals the rate of break down, the
association phase sensorgram is horizontal. This steady state does not, however, imply the surface to be saturated. In Figure 13, at least the three highest
concentrations reach steady state. Saturation would demand higher concentrations still. Often, analyte solubility issues prevent this. The theoretical
maximal signal (Rmax) can in the least complex case be calculated as
∙

Eq. 13

The ratio of the apparent and theoretical Rmax gives an estimate of the fraction of complex competent ligand molecules. This is commonly referred to
as surface functionality.
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Figure 13. Overlay plot of sensorgrams (left) and the corresponding saturation plot
(right) for a simulated data set. The analyte concentrations differ by a factor two,
with the highest concentration yielding the highest signal. The theoretical maximal
signal was 100 RU.

Experimental design
The quality of information achieved through SPR-biosensors is highly dependent on the experimental design and data evaluation. It is, e.g., advisable
to perform experiments at different surface immobilizations. If many ligand
molecules are attached to the biosensor surface and the association rate of
the analyte is high, the buffer film closest to the surface risks to be depleted
of analyte and the diffusion from the buffer bulk to the surface will be rate
determining. This condition of mass transfer limitation (MT) can often be
solved by a lower surface immobilization level and a higher buffer flow rate.
Other variables to consider are, e.g., the method of immobilization, which
can heavily influence the final surface functionality; the choice of which
molecule to be the ligand and which the analyte; and buffer conditions. By a
clever choice of target combinations, additional information, such as location
of binding site, can be obtained. In paper III, same-site binding is suggested
by a competition experiment.
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Aims

The aim of this thesis has been to provide suitable starting materials, efficient experimental approaches and informative data analysis procedures that
enable identification and selection of compounds that can be developed into
efficient drugs. The research has focused on strategies that will contribute to
decreasing the attrition in drug discovery.
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Present investigations

Paper I – Design and validation of a fragment library
The aim was to compile and experimentally validate a fragment library, designed for primary screening using SPR biosensor technology. It was expected that the procedure would enable identification and removal of compounds unsuitable for screening by this platform. For example, compounds
aggregating at the high concentration levels required for screening, compounds with pronounced affinity towards dextrane, and fragments with irreversible, or very slow, dissociation rates.
From 4.6 million commercially available compounds, 930 fragments was
been selected for the new library by a set of physicochemical and medicinal
chemistry filters. With access to a Biacore A100 SPR biosensor, and an intended fragment screen in mind (see paper II), the library was evaluated
using a target panel of an aspartic protease (HIV-1 protease, HIVp), a serine
protease (human α-thrombin), a metallo enzyme (carbonic anhydrase II, CA;
EC 4.2.1.1), and, as an anti-target, human serum protein (HSA). All proteins
were known to be stable under the same experimental conditions.
The fragments were assessed for interaction with the panel at a single
concentration of 200 µM in phosphate buffered saline with 5 % DMSO, pH
7.4, at 25 °C. In a duplicate run, a reverse sample order was used to minimize the risk of losing data due to ill-behaving compounds. The responses
from blank samples, i.e. negative controls, were used to define a detection
threshold as the signal average plus three standard deviations.

Interaction profiles
The screening hit rate is target specific and linked to its inherent
ligandability [85]. From the interactions displaying significant signal levels,
50 fragments were found to interact with a single target. None of these interactions were with HIVp. The duplicate screening runs were analyzed together, revealing thrombin and HSA to individually interact with more than 90 %
of the fragments. CA and HIVp interacted with 72 % and 35 %, respectively.
The figures should be compared with caution, if at all, since the protein surfaces were not normalized with respect to functionality. More importantly,
the library was found to have broad and versatile interaction profiles for the
individual targets, not just containing general protein binders.
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Fragments with slow dissociation rates
Most fragments displayed fast association and dissociation rates in the form
of square-pulse shaped sensorgrams. 35 fragments, however, displayed very
slow dissociation rates from at least one target protein. Thus, they risk affecting the analysis of succeeding compounds. Two fragments did not dissociate virtually at all from any of the panel proteins during the 60 s dissociation phase but were later found to behave better in a screen against human
cytomegalovirus protease (manuscript in preparation). In conclusion, these
fragments should be run at the end of screens and with longer dissociation
times.

Superstoichiometry may be an insidious and non-general trait
The degree of functionality of an immobilized biosensor chip surface is typically assessed by the use of a positive control molecule larger than a fragment. A semi-unfolded immobilized target may provide more binding sites
for the smaller fragments, underestimating the binding capacity of the surface in a fragment screen. Furthermore, since the refractive index increment
of small molecules can differ 2- to 3-fold [112] and conformational changes
[110] can affect the signal output, estimated values of stoichiometry should
be interpreted with caution.
Indications of superstoichiometric interactions in the screen were most
commonly recorded for CA and HIVp. Notably, these surfaces displayed the
lowest degree of functionality, as assessed by their respective positive controls.
An advantage with a target panel of multiple protein types was the opportunity to compare estimated stoichiometries for all compounds. A fragment
was said to bind superstoichiometricaly to a target if the binding stoichiometry was greater than 5:1 [114]. No fragment was found to fulfill this criterion
for all four target proteins. This is in line with previous reports of
superstoichiometric binding behavior being target dependent [114].

Conclusions
The compiled fragment library was found compatible with an SPR-based
platform. It displayed varied interaction profiles with the target panel members, and was, after a minor sample order rearrangement, devoid of compounds obstructive for analysis, and, thus, in need of exclusion. The compilation and validation procedure can be considered a success.
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Paper II – Screening for novel enzyme inhibitor
scaffolds
HIV-1 protease is a well studied drug target towards which several generations of drugs has been produced. Previous generations of protease inhibitors
have been associated with severe side effects. Due to the high mutational
rate and the heavy viral load of HIV, combination therapies are preferred.
Optimally, the compounds used should have different resistance profiles.
The many quasi-species of HIV also increase the demand of a large drug
arsenal. Thus, the need of new drugs is high.
In an undertaking of finding novel HIVp inhibitor scaffolds not sensitive
to some common resistance mutations, a fragment screen was launched. As a
target panel, the wild type (wt) enzyme and three mutant variants (G48V,
V82A, and I84V) were used [115]. This panel covers known signature resistance mutations towards all but one of the nine to date clinically approved
HIVp inhibitors (summarized in [35]). All targets contained the stabilizing
Q7K mutation, known to reduce autohydrolysis [116].

Figure 14. Structure of HIV-1 protease with the K7 (blue), G48 (orange), V82
(green) and I84 (magenta) amino acid moieties highlighted, in complex with an
active site inhibitor (red). PDB ID: 1KZK.

HTS has been argued to provide leads with efficiencies matching those from
fragment-based lead discovery. The latter, however, has a higher probability
to identify novel drug scaffolds due to a better coverage of chemical space
[117].
With a fragment library of 930 compounds known to be suitable for use
with SPR-based biosensors (paper I), the panel was assessed for interaction
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by 5 non-zero sample concentration series (31 to 500 µM in two-fold dilutions). The screen was performed at 25 °C in a phosphate buffered saline, pH
7.4, with 5 % DMSO. A concentration series was considered successful if
signals for at least four out of five samples were above noise threshold, defined as the average of blank sample signals plus three standard deviations.
Apparent affinities were calculated by non-linear regression of an interaction
model to the saturation plots. The model used was based on steady state affinity but contained a linear term to account for signals from any low affinity
interactions.
A screening hit was defined as a fragment interacting with HIVp wt and
two or three of the mutant variants in a concentration dependent and reversible manner, with an apparent affinity in the range 0-10 mM, and a positive
Rmax (Figure 15). The duplicate runs were analyzed separately and together,
the latter to increase the prospects of finding both true and false hits. 47
compounds fulfilled these criteria and were assessed for inhibitory potential
in a FRET-based orthogonal activity assay. The activities of the wt enzyme
in presence and absence of fragments were compared. Compounds with a
high innate fluorescence were excluded. Ten fragments were identified to
interact with the protease panel and inhibit their activity.

Figure 15. Interaction profile for the two separate SPR-screening runs. Fragments
interacting with wt and at least two mutant enzyme variants (boxed in black) were
selected for assessment of inhibitory potential. An analysis of the combination of the
two runs was also performed (not shown in figure). In total, 47 fragments were selected

All clinically approved HIVp inhibitors were searched for sub-structure
similarities with the identified fragments by Tversky similarity analysis. No
full match was found. Furthermore, a subset of compounds deposited as
HIV-1 protease binders from the Binding Database, all with a reported IC50
or KI < 1 µM, were searched for similarities, using the fragments for query.
One full match was found. These results suggest most of the compounds to
be novel structures.
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Tversky coefficient as a measure of similarity
Similarity between molecules can be defined as matches and overlaps of
their structures. The use of Tversky coefficients as a tool for similarity analysis is a pragmatic method. However, it has drawbacks due to its simplistic
nature. The scoring function is strictly structure based, ignoring the possibility of two chemical motifs to have a common biological function, e.g. Hbonding of carbonyl and sulphonyl groups. As identified substructures of the
query can be scattered over the target structure, comparing molecules of
fragment size with larger, more complex structures, often results in relatively
high similarity score. Figure 16 presents an example from the fragment
screen of paper II.
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Figure 16. Similar substructures of fragment hit (a) as identified by Tversky analysis
in the clinical HIVp inhibitors saquinavir (b) and indinavir (c). The similarity coefficients were 0.92 and 0.65, respectively. Structures considered similar are indicated
with bold lines. Figure courtesy of Evert Homan.

Conclusions
47 out of 930 fragments were identified as interaction screening hits, i.e. a
5.1 % hit rate. Ten fragments were identified to interact with, and inhibit,
HIVp wt and, to different extents, the mutants of the panel. This corresponds
to 1.1 % of the total fragment library and 21.3 % of the interaction screening
hits. None of the compounds are substructures of clinically approved HIVp
inhibitors. The novelty of the compounds was assessed by Tversky similarity
analysis with a subset of the Binding Database as reference. Only one fragment was found to be a full substructure match. To evolve these fragments,
their site(s) of interaction should be identified.
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Logistical challenges in compound screening
(Papers I and II)
Screening campaigns provide not only scientific challenges, but also logistical. The purity and identity of all compounds need to be verified. Before the
screening commences, all compounds must be diluted and the samples
properly mixed. In the projects described in paper I and II, the interaction
between some 930 fragments and four target molecules were investigated.
Furthermore, in project II, individual concentration series of all fragments
were used.
The SPR-platform is associated with certain restrains on sample preparation procedures. To minimize signal artifacts from altered DMSO concentrations due to evaporation of water, the total time for exposure to air without
lid was restricted to a maximum of 30 minutes once the fragments had been
introduced into an aqueous buffer. To meet with the time limit, an automated
liquid handling system was used. Concentrations series with four samples
can easily be produced with a plate replicator in a 96 to 384 well microtiter
plate format whereas five concentrations call for a more intricate solution.
The large number of samples assayed in a compound screen gives rise to
a vast raw-dataset. To evaluate the results, an automated procedure is preferably used. In paper II, the 930 fragments, each in 6 samples with different
concentrations (blank sample included), targeting four ligands and one reference spot resulted in approximately 28000 interactions, i.e. time series. After
referencing and solvent correction signal adjustments, two different strategies were used. In paper I, the signal value at some fixed time points (4 s
before the end of the association phase, 5 and 55 s into the dissociation
phase) were extracted. By a simple quotient, samples displaying slow or
virtually non-existent dissociation could easily be identified. In paper II, data
was imported into a MATLAB environment where apparent affinities could
be determined through non-linear regression to a suitable interaction model.
To process each interaction series individually would take a long time. However, a brief visual inspection of sensorgrams is often necessary.
Biacore biosensors intended for larger screening campaigns use parallel
flow cells with multiple immobilization spots in each cell. Thus, samples
from the same microtiter plate will be assayed in different flow cells. This
increases the complexity of sample handling and evaluation further, but also
provides an opportunity to analyze interactions with many targets simultaneously.
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Paper III – Cellular potency, mechanism, and kinetics of
allosteric enzyme inhibitors
The in vivo efficacy of allosteric inhibitors is not easily deduced from in
vitro based assay experiments, such as inhibition and interaction studies. A
deeper understanding of these relationships would be of great use in the preclinical phase of drug discovery. This was the aim of paper III.
Filibuvir, VX-222, and tegobuvir are all small molecule candidate drugs
in clinical phase II studies. They target the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase of hepatitis C, NS5B (EC 2.7.7.48), of the 1b genotype. To study the
correlation between in vivo anti-HCV potency and inhibitor mode-of-action,
the interaction characteristics between the compounds and their target were
investigated.
NS5B is a complex target having multiple allosteric sites, two forms of
substrates (one a macromolecule and the other of fragment size), and a
processive catalytic mechanism. It is complicated to resolve any interaction
mechanisms for the system. To succeed, we had to use multiple platforms.
The anti-HCV potencies of the three inhibitors were assessed in a replicon
cell assay. The potencies, quantified as EC50 values, were found to be
0.2 µM, 0.005 µM, and 0.003 µM for filibuvir, VX-222, and tegobuvir, respectively. For all in vitro assays, a truncated form of NS5B was used, lacking the 21 C-terminal amino acid residues constituting a transmembrane
helix (NS5BΔ21). Tegobuvir has previously been reported not to interact
with NS5B in in vitro assays, indicating an indirect mechanism of action
[118]. Filibuvir and VX-222 are reported to be allosteric inhibitors acting via
the thumb-II site [119, 120].
In a scintillation proximity assay, measuring the polymerase activity,
dose-response curves were noted for all inhibitors. Tegobuvir displayed an
unexpected behavior, activating the polymerase at lower concentrations, to
partially inhibit it at higher. An IC50 value for VX-222 could be determined,
whereas filibuvir did not reach full inhibition at the highest concentration
used.
With a simple differential scanning fluorometry (DSF) assay, filibuvir
and VX-222 were found to affect the melting temperature of NS5BΔ21. This
is expected of a ligand. In an SPR-based interaction assay, the two inhibitors
were found to compete for binding, as is expected for ligands binding to the
same site. However, a difference in interaction mechanism was observed.
The VX-222 compound interaction data could not, in contrast to that of
filibuvir, be explained by a simple Langmuir 1:1 interaction model.
Tegobuvir was neither observed to interact with the polymerase in the DSP,
nor the SPR assay, in full agreement with previous reports [118].
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Assessment of interaction mechanism
To evaluate the nature of the inhibitor-enzyme binding complexity, a single
concentration of inhibitor was injected for different time over surfaces with
two types of immobilized NS5BΔ21 in the SPR-biosensor. To one surface,
the enzyme had been tethered by standard amine coupling. The protein on
the other surface was cross-linked, i.e. rigidified by intramolecular covalent
bonds through the use of amino coupling reagent. This analysis was performed at 5 and 25 ºC.
Again, VX-222 displayed a complex interaction, seen as a lack of steady
state with a two-phase association and dissociation event (Figure 17, right
panel). This is in-line with, e.g., a two-state induced-fit model (Scheme 2)
with a slow conformational change step. Slight differences in interactions
with the two surfaces were observed mainly for VX-222. This can be a sign
of differences in interaction-mechanism. At the low temperature, a tendency
of non-Langmuir binding behavior was seen also for filibuvir. This suggests
a temperature sensitive transformation between the EI and E*I states that
becomes rate limiting at low temperatures (i.e. a small k-2 rate constant in
Scheme 2). Conformational changes upon liganding are expected for allosteric inhibitors due to their indirect mechanism of action.
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Figure 17. Overlay sensorgrams from single concentration experiments with various
injection lengths. Filibuvir interactions with cross-linked NS5BΔ21 at 25 ºC (left)
are well described by a 1:1 model. The interaction mechanism between VX-222 and
the cross-linked polymerase at 5 ºC (right) seems to be more complex.

Chemo- and thermodynamic evaluation of interactions
The binding of filibuvir and VX-222 to the polymerase was further characterized by a chemodynamic analysis where effects of buffer pH and ionic
strength (in form of NaCl concentration) were assessed at room temperature.
All observed rate constants and affinities were rather unaffected in the ranges analyzed (pH: 7.0-8.0, NaCl: 30-500 mM). VX-222 data was again best
explained by a two-state model. Alternative interaction models with a comparable complexity to the two-state model, e.g. heterogeneous ligand and
population shift models were rejected based on protein purity and observed
kinetic profile. At 25 ºC, in a buffer with pH 7.5 and 130 mM NaCl, the af44

finities of filibuvir and VX-222 for NS5BΔ21 were determined to 54 and
25 nM, respectively, i.e. quite similar.
The different mechanisms of interaction described by the interaction
models used for filibuvir and VX-222 also brought differences in time of
target occupancy. Despite similar KD values for the two inhibitors, their individual residence times differed 15-fold.
To assess the temperature dependence of the interaction and thermodynamic entity contribution for filibuvir, concentration series were analyzed at
various temperatures in the range 5-35 ºC (Figure 18). The complex interaction mechanism prevented us from a similar evaluation of VX-222.
As exemplified by Figure 18, sensorgram data can be used quantitatively,
to determine affinities and rate constants, or qualitatively, to visualize trends.
From the sensorgrams, it is clear that the rate constants increase with increasing temperature.

Figure 18. Sensorgrams from temperature series for the interaction of filibuvir and
native and cross-linked NS5BΔ21. Most of the affinity values noted in the signal vs.
concentration plots are to be considered apparent since steady state has not been
reached for all samples.

Again a 1:1 interaction model fit increasingly better with higher analysis
temperature. Clear trends were found for the dissociation rate and affinity
with increasing temperature: koff increased and KD decreased.
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By a van’t Hoff plot, the enthalpy and entropy changes for the entire interaction were extracted. The native enzyme displayed a favorable enthalpy
and entropy, whereas the interaction with the cross-linked enzyme had a
favorable enthalpy but unfavorable entropy. This indicates the importance of
protein flexibility for the interaction.
Interestingly, the thermodynamic profile of the interaction between native
NS5BΔ21 and filibuvir was similar to that reported for HIV RT and an allosteric inhibitor [121]. If this profile is a common theme for allosteric inhibitors and polymerases is, however, too early to tell. Notably, the profiles are
both different from those of HIVp and active site inhibitors [122].
Similarly to the van’t Hoff analysis, Eyring plots were used to examine
the dissociation phase contributions. From the thermodynamic profile of the
interaction at equilibrium, the profile of the association event could be calculated. All contributions in both phases were unfavorable, their relative sizes
giving rise to the overall profile discussed above.

Inhibitor interference of NS5BΔ21 RNA-binding
With an SPR assay setup, filibuvir and VX-222 were found to partially block
RNA binding of NS5BΔ21. The result was independent of which macro
molecule was immobilized. However, the interaction mechanism could not
be explained by models of lower complexity. This was possibly caused by
oligomerization of the enzyme – a previously reported propensity of NS5B
[123]. Filibuvir and VX-222 have been reported to inhibit elongative RNA
synthesis. The latter inhibitor is further said to have a modest effect on de
novo initiation, whereas filibuvir does not [124]. Interference with RNA
binding, as seen in our experiments, should affect both types.

Conclusions
The two allosteric inhibitors filibuvir and VX-222 were both found to interfere with RNA binding of the polymerase and to have similar affinities for
NS5BΔ21, as measured in vitro. The differences in residence time, deduced
from the proposed mechanisms of interaction, were hypothesized to cause
the differences in anti-HCV potency observed in cell cultures. This project
exemplifies the importance of the extra level of information that kinetic profiling provides. In future studies, a comparison of efficacy in different HCV
genotypes coupled with a structure analysis would possibly shed further light
over the mechanism of interaction and action.
The results of this project identify filibuvir as a suitable reference compound in future interaction analysis experiments due to its kinetic profile.
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Paper IV – Structure-kinetic and -thermodynamic
relationships of enzyme inhibitors
The full understanding of how structure can be translated into thermodynamic entities, in turn dictating the kinetic characteristics of an interaction, is yet
distant. To take a step closer to this epiphany, relationships between structure, kinetics, and thermodynamics were investigated and analyzed in combination with structural data for a set of close inhibitor analogues and their
target, human α-thrombin (Figure 19).
Human α-thrombin (EC 3.4.21.5) is a serine protease. It is a well studied
drug target and has been included in multiple fragment screening campaigns
(e.g. paper I and [125]). Melagtran was approved for clinical use as a thrombin inhibitor in the mid 00’s [126]. It was, however, retracted from the market due to reported liver toxicity [127]. Nevertheless, as an optimized inhibitor of thrombin, it can in combination with five close analogues, all with
amino substituted P3 moieties, be used as a chemical tool to assess, e.g.,
SKR properties.

Figure 19. The thrombin inhibitor melagatran and five close analogues. The varied
structure is encircled.

All six inhibitors were assessed for interaction characteristics by stoppedflow spectroscopy (SF), SPR, and ITC-based assays. Individual weaknesses
in the three techniques were well compensated by their respective strengths.
The thermodynamic contributions were determined directly by ITC, and
indirectly, through the use of temperature series and Arrhenius, Eyring, and
van’t Hoff analysis, by SF and SPR-platforms. The latter techniques were
also used for a kinetic evaluation of the inhibitors. ITC reported a binding
stoichiometry close to 1, and 1:1 interaction mechanisms were observed for
all inhibitors by SPR.
Due to very fast, close to diffusion controlled, association rates, the SPR
platform was challenged to not display results obscured by mass transport
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limitation [128]. Also the ITC platform struggled with the almost ‘too good’
compounds, in the end providing only ΔHobs values for the interactions. This
could have been circumvented with a competition experiment setup, where a
ligand with weaker affinity is first titrated, to subsequently be displaced by
the high affinity ligand. However, data from this type of assay suffer from
higher noise compared to data from a direct titration assay. The thermodynamic data recorded with SF differed from the SPR and ITC results. This
may be a consequence of it being an indirect method making use of a substrate, in contrast to SPR and ITC, which are direct binding methods. The
trends in kinetics and thermodynamic profiles were, however, in agreement.
Affinity was found to increase with increasing lipophilicity, primary as a
result of decreased dissociation rates. The kinetic rate constants were also
observed to depend on the degree of substitution of the amine nitrogen. A
primary amine had the fastest dissociation rate and the tertiary the slowest.
Also the length of the aliphatic chain affected the rate of the interaction. A
shorter or longer chain than the apparently optimal ethyl substituent resulted
in faster dissociation rates. The P3 amide group was found to affect the
thermodynamic profile considerably in comparison with the carboxyl group
of melagatran, probably due to their different interactions with a glutamate
residue of the binding site (Glu192). The degree of substitution and shielding
of the amide-nitrogen consequently seems to be important for achieving a
low dissociation rate constant.
The structural analysis by x-ray crystallography confirmed inhibitor binding to the S1 and S2 sites to be largely unaffected by the P3-moiety. The
orientations of the P3-moieties were, however, not uniform. Thus, most of
the differences in binding kinetics and thermodynamics were concluded to
be attributable to the P3-substituents.
Interestingly, the enthalpic contribution was, for one inhibitor, found not
to increase upon formation of an additional hydrogen bond, in contrast to
what could be expected.

Conclusions
Our results show that minor changes in the structure of the melagatran analogue inhibitors have significant effects on its interaction with thrombin that
translates directly into kinetic and thermodynamic effects. As the general
understanding of structure-thermodynamic relationships remains elusive, an
empirical observation still advocate its use in drug discovery; to reach the
highest affinity of a ligand, the favorable contribution of both ΔS and ΔH
must be maximized. The latter is apparently harder to optimize, why an
enthalpic binder could be considered a potentially better starting point for
drug discovery [129].
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Perspectives

Summary
Time resolved interaction studies have proven to be important in pre-clinical
drug discovery. It enables a more thorough evaluation and optimization of
drug candidates, opening up for biologically relevant concepts such as residence time in the lead generation and optimization phases. Assessment of
the mechanism of interaction and action of inhibitors can identify superior
compounds in an isoaffinity group, providing the best CDs for clinical testing. Thus, the rational design of drugs can truly benefit from SKR studies.
In the work described in this thesis, we exemplified this in two different
papers. In one (paper III), two same-site allosteric inhibitors with similar
affinities for their target were studied by kinetic, thermodynamic, and
chemodynamic analysis. The large differences in anti-viral potency observed
for the compounds were suggested to be caused by their individual interaction mechanisms. In the other paper (paper IV), the kinetic and thermodynamic evaluation of a series of close inhibitor analogues were analyzed in
combination with crystallographic data to understand the fundamental nature
of molecular interactions and their incitement.
The never ending plague of drug resistance of today was addressed by an
SPR aided fragment screen against a panel of four viral enzyme variants
(paper II). By using wt and mutant targets known to convey resistance towards clinically approved drugs, we identified ten hits compounds, i.e. novel
inhibitor scaffolds with activity towards all panel members. If developed into
full scale drug molecules, these would be a valuable asset in combination
therapies due to their different resistance profile.
A standard procedure for how to compile, and determine the suitability of,
a fragment library for use with an SPR-based biosensor assay, has also been
described (paper I). This confirms that selection of compounds using Ro3
and other molecular property cutoff filters is an efficient way of compiling a
library with suitable properties. The procedure will hopefully help to eliminate ill-behaving compounds from present libraries, and those still to be
compiled, but, maybe just as important, also prevent the exclusion of interesting fragments not behaving well only with the occasional target.
Thus, SPR-based biosensors have been used to advance projects in most
stages of pre-clinical drug discovery with the aim to reduce future drug attrition and to understand molecular interactions on a fundamental level.
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Future studies
A fairly uncharted field of research, although continuously growing, is that
of full-length membrane proteins. With many drug targets residing in this
group, the interest has not been lacking, but rather the techniques to interrogate them. The main part of the methods described in this thesis is applicable
to membrane proteins. An obvious merge of them would be an SPR biosensor-aided fragment screening campaign, with a validated fragment library,
for novel inhibitor scaffolds of full-length HCV NS5B, not sensitive to resistance mutations reported from replicon assays for advanced clinical trial
compounds. Furthermore, this assay would be more holistic and could validate inhibitors identified with an assay based on the truncated enzyme form.
Biophysical techniques tend to be quite reductionistic. The continuous comparison of results with more holistic assays is vital. Again, successful drug
discovery is dependent on valid model systems and interrogation techniques.
To further develop the fragments identified to inhibit HIVp in paper II,
the site(s) of binding should be assessed, e.g. by x-ray crystallography. This
would simplify the interpretation of the results from a subsequent analogueby-catalogue expansion of a selected couple of the scaffolds to expand them
into more mature inhibitor compounds.
The combined use of estimated affinities, kinetic rate constants, and thermodynamic contributions should be further evaluated and developed. Today,
we lack, e.g., the tools to dissect a more complex interaction mechanism in
terms of thermodynamic contributions.
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Notes

Computer software for visualization
The illustrations in this thesis were made using PyMOL [130], gnuplot (open
source plotting tool, version 4.4), and Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007.
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Sammanfattning på svenska
(Summary in Swedish)

Bakgrund och målsättning
I våra kroppar och celler finns en mängd olika enzymer, vilka kan liknas vid
små maskiner. De hjälper oss bland annat att bryta ner vår mat, dela våra
celler och skydda oss från inkräktare så som virus och bakterier. Virus och
bakterier har egna och för dem livsviktiga enzymer. Ett läkemedel fungerar
ofta som en kil eller sten som fastnar i någon av inkräktarens maskiner och
gör den obrukbar. En molekyl som hindrar ett enzyms funktion kallas inhibitor. För att vi skall kunna använda läkemedlet får det inte påverka kroppens
egna enzymer alltför mycket. Sådana oavsiktliga effekter kallas för läkemedelsbiverkningar. Ibland vill man dock påverka den egna kroppens celler och
enzymer, t ex vid cancer och blodproppsbildning, eller när du får huvudvärk.
En grundläggande förutsättning för och del av livet är interaktioner mellan molekyler. Hastigheten med vilken de samverkar och bindnings-styrkan
mellan dem är centrala. Vidare spelar sättet de interagerar på, mekanismen,
en stor roll. Detta gäller även för effektiviteten hos läkemedel. Här finns till
exempel grunden till läkemedelsresistens hos vissa virus. Genom att förändrad struktur (mutation) hos viruset binder inte läkemedlet lika starkt, eller
ens alls, och viruset kan överleva.
För att skapa ett läkemedel behöver man en utgångspunkt. På mitten av
90-talet användes läkemedelsfragment för första gången för att skapa en
enzyminhibitor. Fragment är här små delar som i par eller 3-och-3 kan
pusslas ihop till läkemedelsliknande molekyler.
Att ta fram nya läkemedel är en lång och kostsam process. Under utvecklingen, som är uppdelad i en preklinisk och en klinisk del, upptäcker man
ofta egenskaper hos substanser som gör att de inte passar som läkemedel och
utesluts därför från studierna. Då utveklingskostnaden successivt ökar vill
man sålla bort olämpliga substanser så tidigt som möjligt. För att kunna göra
det behöver man ha tillgång till så bra information som möjligt. Därför har
avhandlingen varit fokuserad på att ta fram nya metoder för läkemedelsutveckling och metoder för att ta fram och använda information om interaktioner mellan läkemedel och deras mål på ett optimalt sätt.
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Delarbeten
De arbeten som presenteras i denna avhandling har alla syftat till att effektivisera den prekliniska delen av dagens läkemedelsutveckling. Med en teknik
baserad på det fysikaliska fenomenet ytplasmonresonans kan man bland
annat studera interaktionen mellan två molekyler, t ex ett enzym och en inhibitor, separat, det vill säga utan att använda hela celler. Med hjälp av sådan
teknik har en metod tagits fram för att kontrollera om plattformen och en
generell samling fragment kan användas tillsammans (delarbete I).
Fragmentsamlingen användes sedan för att identifiera nya grundstrukturer
av molekyler som kan hämma ett enzym som är livsviktigt för HIV (delarbete II). Dessa är intressanta utgångspunkter för en ny generation läkemedel
mot HIV då de inte påverkas av de resistensmutationer hos enzymet som är
vanliga vid behandling med dagens mediciner.
I delarbete III studerades tre läkemedelskandidater mot hepatit C viruset
(HCV) – samtliga i kliniska studier (fas II) och riktade mot HCV polymeraset (det enzym som viruset använder för att kopiera sin arvsmassa).
En av inhibitorerna kunde inte påvisas att interagera med polymeraset.
Förmodligen omvandlas läkemedlet till en aktiv form i levande celler. De
övriga två substanserna band ungefär lika hårt till enzymet och på samma
ställe. Trots det fanns en stor skillnad i verkningsgrad mot viruset i cellbaserade försök. Detta kan förklaras med en skillnad i interaktions-mekanism
mellan enzym och inhibitorer. Hur interaktionen påverkades av den omgivande miljöns surhetsgrad och salthalt studerades också, vilket är ett sätt att
lära känna enzymet och dess egenskaper bättre.
I det sista delarbetet (delarbete IV), studerades hur små skillnader i struktur hos en inhibitor kan påverka interaktionen med ett enzym. Trombin, som
är centralt för koagulation av blod, och sex inhibitorer med liknande struktur
användes som modell. Tre olika tekniska plattformar användes för att analysera interaktionernas hastighet, styrka och termodynamiska drivkraft. Resultaten jämfördes och analyserades tillsammans med strukturell data. På detta
sätt kunde små förändringar i struktur kopplas till interaktionernas karaktär.
Sådan information och förståelse är värdefull för utveckling av framtida
läkemedel.

Slutsatser
Ytplasmonresonansbaserade biosensorer har med gott resultat använts i flera
faser av läkemedelutvecklingens prekliniska del. Med dessa delarbeten som
grund kan substanser som inte passar som läkemedel sållas bort tidigare i
utvecklingkedjan och således spara både pengar och arbetstid.
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